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                                                         Career Fair 

          On Thursday, October 18th, Pomona 

Satellite hosted a career fair. The Inland 

Center joined in the event. There were guest 

speakers, vendors, and even a tree cutting 

demonstration. Our first speaker was Scott 

Schmier, our center director. When Scott 

took the podium he spoke about the opportu-

nities offered by the vendors that day. We 

then welcomed the mayor of Azusa; Mr. Jo-

seph Romero Rocha. Mayor Rocha is a long 

time supporter of the California Conserva-

tion Corps. He spoke at length about the 

difficulties and adversities he faced growing 

up. The advice he offered the young people 

in attendance was to ask civic leaders in our 

communities about the job opportunities 

offered in our cities. After the mayor 

stepped down from the podium Scott took 

the floor once again. This time he spoke 

about our fiscal year. We not only made the 

budget this year, we passed with flying col-

ors. Next we welcomed our second quest 

speaker, Brian Legg. Brian was a corps 

member three years ago. The advice he of-

fered to us was to take advantage of the op-

portunities offered by this program. While 

working as a corps member Brian gained 

valuable work experience. He also received 

scholarships and promotions. Brian is now 

an assistant park ranger for the city of Mon-

rovia. We also had guest speakers from Cal 

Trans and another former corps member.          

   After the speakers we separated into 

groups and moved from section to section to 

speak with the different vendors at the 

event. There was a bevy of information to be 

collected. I am going to provide some of the 

information I gathered there and the contact 

information, as well as the job opportunities 

available and different career possibilities.  

 First we have the colleges that were pre-

sent. Mt. Sac offered a registration 101 flyer 

for 2012 summer and fall sessions & a book-

let on Career and Technical Programs that 

outlined courses to prepare you for a broad 

range of jobs/careers. Platt College, School 

of Medical Sciences has two campuses one in 

Los Angeles and the other in Ontario.  

 

Azusa, CA mayor; Joseph Romero Rocha, (l) 

Jeanine Engols (r) Brooke Barlow 
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Chaffey College passed out flyers on the 3 easy steps to ap-

plying. They also offered booklets on the School of Health 

Sciences Program. Chaffey has 3 campuses in the area in 

Rancho Cucamonga, Chino, and Fontana. They also offer 

courses online.  Here are the web sites with which you can 

acquire further information about these schools; 

www.chaffey.edu/scholarships www.twitter.com/

chaffeycollege www.facebook.com/chaffeycollege 

www.plattcollege.edu www.mtsac.edu 

Also in attendance at the career fair was the U.S. Forest 

Service, Department of Agriculture. They are now accepting 

applications for student service jobs and internships. For 

more information on that contact them at www.fs.fed.us/

fsjobs or www.fs.fed.us/r5/scc. There was also a listing of 

career opportunities within the U.S. Forestry Department. 
Here is the list of those careers; Wildlife Biologist, Forest-

ers, Public Affairs Specialist, Entomologists, Social Scien-

tists, Engineers, Helitack, Smoke Jumpers, Hotshots, 

Handcrew, Fuels Planners, Geographic Information Spe-

cialists, Recreation Specialists, Accountants, and Financial 

Management Specialists. Another job opportunity offered is 

a position as a Wildland Firefighter in the Trabuco Ranger 

District, Cleveland National Forest. After January 1st they 

will be accepting applications for entry level hand crew in a 

temporary on call position. For more information contact 

Anthony Beigel. Phone number (951)415-4051. There was 

information available on the CPAT (California Physical 

Ability Test), register online at www.cpatonline.org or call 

phone number (877)648-CPAT. Los Angeles County Fire 

Department is now hiring Student Workers apply online at 

www.fire.la.county.gov/helpwanted/beafirefighter or call 

(888)897-3473. Generation Water is a company that con-

serves water through sustainable landscaping. They are 

now accepting applications. For more information call (213)

293-5565. California Solar Initiative or the Single-family 

Affordable Solar Homes (SASH) Program.  Provides low-

cost solar electric systems to qualifying homeowners. For 

more information check out their website at 

www.gridalternatives.org or call them at (866)921-4696. 

California State Parks was also in attendance and offers 

information at www.parks.ca.gov or you can call them at 

(800)777-0369. There is also information available on Cali-

fornia Citrus State Historic Park at phone number (951)780

-6222. Monrovia Canyon Park is accepting volunteers for 

more information contact the Nature Center at phone num-

ber (626)256-8282 or online at 

www.monroviacanyonpark.org. The California Highway 

Patrol is accepting applications online at their website 

www.chp.ca.gov. West End Shelter for Animals is a non-

profit, no-kill center for pet placement and adoption that is 

open 6 days a week from 10 am to 5 pm and is closed on 

Wednesday. For more information visit the website online 

at www.westendshelter.org or www.westendshelter.com or 

you can call them at phone number (909)947-3517. The 

Inland Valley Humane Society in Pomona is accepting vol-

unteers. They also offer job opportunities in the following 

fields; Registered Veterinary Technician, Animal Control 

Officers, License Inspectors, and Customer Service Repre-

sentatives. For more information, check out the website at 

www.ivhsspca.org. Or call at phone number (909)623-9777. 

National Insulation Association can be contacted at II-

IATF@insulators.org or call at phone number (301)731-

9101. Heat & Frost Insulators & Allied Workers Training 

Facility Local 5 is located at 670 E. Foothill Blvd. Unit 3 

Azusa, CA 91702. For more information contact Peter J. 

Rojas the Admin. & Training Director for Apprenticeship & 

Abatement Trust Programs at phone number (626)334-

6884. Court Appointed Special Advocates for Children 

(CASA) is accepting volunteers. For more information con-

tact Louise Bieschke (Outreach Manager) at phone number 

(323)859-2888 ext. 6305 or go online at www.casala.org. 
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                                                                   Hurricane Sandy 

Hurricane Sandy brings devastation to many 

states across the East Coast. Sandy‟s assault 

on the East Coast is catastrophic. Sandy leaves 

in her wake, millions without power, many 

without homes, transportation is effected, and 

lives are lost. In New York, flood and fire de-

stroyed many homes. Flooding has affected 

many subways, filling them with seawater and 

no way of entering. Many other states suffer 

the same fate. Across the East Coast, over 

eight million people are without power. Thou-

sands have been misplaced from their homes, 

and many people have lost their lives from fal-

ling trees, drowning, and fires. Winds have 

been recorded over 87 mph, showing little 

mercy. Hurricane Sandy hasn‟t just affected 

the U.S.A; it has also affected the entire world. 

Over 1,500 flights are canceled due to this 

monstrous storm, causing loss of profit for 

many people and businesses. Most frightening 

is that Sandy can affect the entire world, if the 

nuclear power plants are affected by this 

storm. Across the East Coast, over 11 Nuclear 

Power Plants have been affected; many cores 

had to be shut down, one had to be manually 

disabled. Over 1,700 megawatts of power is 

lost. Hurricane Sandy has impacted the entire 

world with her assault. Physical damage isn‟t 

the only problem. The economy is going to take 

a hit from this disaster. So far the damage is so 

vast that the cost to recover cannot be calcu-

lated. Sadly, many residents recovering from 

the August 2011 Hurricane Irene have lost 

their homes again. Monetary aid given to them 

was almost for naught; since many homes be-

ing rebuilt were damaged. Many people are 

now without homes, traditional shelters are 

also destroyed, there is nowhere to go; how-

ever, the National Guard has been called to 

help these people. Many are called to help with 

the recovery. The assault on the East Coast 

from Hurricane Sandy has shown little mercy, 

from property damage, to economy damage. 

From fires, flooding and wind, Sandy has taken 

many homes and utilities from many. Sadly 

many have lost their lives already to this beast. 

Not only has it affected the USA, Sandy has 

affected the world as a whole, stopping many 

flights, and ships. Recovery has begun, but the 

cost of recovery remains unseen. All this 

caused by one monstrous hurricane, Sandy. 

By: Steven Rojas 

GOOGLE IMAGES 
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Election 2012 Update 

 

   OBAMA WINS ELECTION!!! 
       

 Obama: Popular 60,050,325 (50%) · Electoral 303  

  Romney: Popular 57,769,707 (48%) · Electoral 206 

 

These are the results on California‟s Propositions: 

Prop 30-yes 

Prop 31-yes 

Prop 32-no 

Prop 33-no 

Prop 34-no 

Prop 35-yes 

Prop 36-yes 

Prop 37-no 

Prop 38-no 

Prop 39-yes 

Prop 40-yes 

                          These were the poll results in October: 

Washington Post/ABC News National Poll put Mitt Romney at 49% and Barack Obama at 48%. 

California Poll states that Barack Obama is in the lead with 53% and Mitt Romney is falling behind with 41%. Infor-

mation gathered on Latinos Post website.  

And now let’s see the results of our Student Mock Election held on October 18th.  

The total number of Pomona Satellite corpsmembers/students voting that day- 49 

 

Barack Obama received 31 votes. 

Thomas Hoefling received 0 votes. 

Jill Stein received 3 votes. 

Gary Johnson received 5 votes. 

Roseanne Barr received 6 votes. 

Mitt Romney received 4 votes. 

 

Senator Dianne Feinstein received 35 votes and Elizabeth Emken received 15 votes. 

 

  Prop 30 results: yes 31 and no 18 

  Prop 31 results: yes 28 and no 21 

  Prop 33 results yes 28 and no 21 

  Prop 34 results yes 23 and no 25 

  Prop 35 results yes 35 and no 13 

  Prop 36 results yes 26 and no 22 

  Prop 37 results yes 38 and no 10 

  Prop 38 results yes 29 and no 19 

  Prop 39 results yes 33 and no 15 

  Prop 40 results yes 24 and no 24 

 

  

                                                                             Election Results! 
By: Jeanine Engols 

GOOGLE IMAGES 

The GRIT has been an ongoing part of the JMCS curriculum here at 

the Pomona Satellite for (4) years. Our first issue appeared  Decem-

ber 2008. Although we do not publish The GRIT consistently, we 

have continued to provide JMCS students a way to improve and ex-

plore their writing skills through this medium . As the School News-

paper advisor, I encourage students to write about anything that 

interests them-while being mindful that The GRIT is read by many 

people. We may not include things that are of interest to all,  we 

make it a point to not offer anything that  may be offensive. Because 

we do not publish daily, some information  may be dated, it is at 

least, contemporary. 

I want to thank the following for their commitment and hard work  

on The GRIT: 

James Allen—Jeanine Engols—Brooke Barlow—Emily Huerta—

Stevie Rincon—Steven Rojas 

Thank you Scot Schmier and Jennifer Dulay for ongoing support. 
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We all know the Lakers fired their coach 

Mike Brown after a miserable1-4 start. 

This was not acceptable for Lakers 

owner Jerry Buss. There was specula-

tion that Phil Jackson was on the verge 

of coming back to coach this Lakers 

squad. After the Lakers victory on Sun-

day night the Lakers decided that is was 

best to go a different route in signing 

Mike D‟Antoni who coached Steve Nash 

in Phoenix for 4 years. Everybody was 

shocked that the Lakers decided to go 

with D‟Antoni because it was thought 

that Phil was for sure going to come 

back. Lakers GM thought it was best to 

go with D‟Antoni because the triangle 

was a little bit similar to the Princeton 

offense. We are all waiting to see how 

Mike‟s up tempo offense is going to work 

with this team, can we all say that show 

time is back in Los Angeles? Other news 

in basketball - New York Knick‟s are off 

to their franchise best 6-0 record firmly 

besting the Spurs yesterday - the Knicks 

are off to a good start. If they keep it up 

they can be a serious threat to the de-

fending champs Miami Heat who are ex-

pected to be in the championship again 

this season. Now off to baseball - this 

week the awards were handed out and 

the CY Young winners are David Price 

from the Tampa Bay Rays beating Ver-

lander who won it last year. Now for the 

NL Mets pitcher R.A Dickey won becom-

ing the 3rd player in franchise to win the 

CY. MVP awards were also handed out 

for the AL Triple Crown winner Miguel 

Cabrera won it beating out rookie Mike 

Trout who had a great season. People 

are saying it was the best rookie season 

they have ever seen. Trout handily won 

the rookie of the year award. Now for 

the NL; Buster Posey from the Giants 

won beating out last years winner Ryan 

Braun. Bryce Harper won the rookie of 

the year award at only 19 years of age. 

Other news; Former Angel Hunter has 

reached agreement with the Tigers for 2 

years and $26 million. The Texas Rang-

ers are still trying to put a deal out 

there for Josh Hamilton who is a free 

agent; they are only offering him a 3 

year deal but sources are saying Josh is 

going to turn that down because he is 

looking for a 4-5 year deal we will all be 

waiting this offseason to see where he 

and other free agents will be offering 

their talents. 

 

 

    

 

   

                                               Sports Stuff 

JMCS/CCC  GRIT 

By: Stevie Rincon 
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Hi there guys. I want to let you know what this is all about. 

Have you ever felt you needed help with a problem in life? 

Maybe it‟s something personal and you don‟t know who to 

go to for advice. This is a column where you can anony-

mously seek advice from your peers. You ask the questions 

and I along with some friends will do our best to help you. 

This is a forum for our center and beyond. You can leave 

any letters with Mr. John Berge or send them into our E-

mail at TheGrit.CCC@Gmail.com. Thank you to everyone 

who helped and all those who will contribute in the future. 

    

    

   Dear Friend, 

 I feel nervous about writing this… I need help 

though. It‟s too hard. I‟m trying to do a good job. I wake up 

early, show up to work on time, and I work hard. I go to 

school and do my best. But there just isn‟t enough time in 

the day. I have to volunteer, keep a journal and all this 

other stuff. As if that‟s not enough, I have friends that want 

to chill and everything going on with my parents. How am I 

supposed to do it all? 

Sincerely, Busy Body 

    

    
   Dear Busy Body, 

 Try to focus on one thing at a time. While at work 

focus on what you are doing that day. While at school focus 

on the work you are doing then. While at home focus on 

what needs to be done there. Try to get your volunteer 

hours done and out of the way. That way it‟s one less thing 

to worry about. Most importantly, when you do have free 

time, find the things that you enjoy doing. Anything that 

helps to relieve your stress would be a great way to settle 

your turbulent mind. I hope this helps you. 

Sincerely, Mr. E. Friend 

    

    

    

 Dear Friend,  

 I don‟t know exactly how to word this, but I need 

some financial advice. At my job we get paid once a month 

and I have to use it to pay bills, pay for gas, food/lunches, 

and I am hardly left with anything. I would like to have 

money to spare in case of emergencies or anything. I was 

wondering, how do I budget properly? 

Sincerely, Anonymously Broke  

    

      

   Dear Anonymously Broke, 

Try tracking your expenses for one month, even if you just 

buy one thing from the store. You may find that you are 

spending money on things frivolously, which means you 

may not have enough money for the things you actually 

need. My advice to you is to check your spending and try to 

put aside 10% of your monthly income each month. If you 

still experience problems with spending your savings, you 

could try letting a friend or parent hold onto it, or even hid-

ing it from yourself. I hope this advice will help you with 

your financial difficulties. 

Sincerely, Mr. E. Friend 

 

    

    

   Dear Friend, 

 I got into a relationship at my Workplace and I 

need some advice on how to keep it professional, while still 

keeping my relationship intact. And if people found out we 

were dating, what would be the best way to keep their opin-

ion from affecting the relationship? Not just between us, 

but between me and everyone else as well? 

Sincerely, Hopelessly Romantic 

 

    

   Dear Hopelessly Romantic, 

 If you are in a relationship at work, try keeping it 

as private as possible. Avoid physical contact while at work. 

If someone still finds out, don‟t let it get to you. People are 

going to talk no matter what. It may be because they envy 

what the two of you have. Do your best to stay true to your-

self and one another. You know what is in your heart. If it 

gets to be more than you can bear, one of you can always 

seek other employment. I hope this advice helps you and 

your significant other. 

Sincerely, Mr. E Friend 

 

 

 

 

 
 

JMCS/CCC  GRIT 

By: Anonymous 

 

 

                                                                                    Advice Column 

Ask a Friend - Written by Mr. E. Friend 

mailto:TheGrit.CCC@Gmail.com
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What is Electroconvulsive therapy? What purpose 

does it contribute? What symptoms do people endure post 

ECT? Inside scoop will provide the long awaited answers to 

most of your questions or concerns. Let‟s begin with the 

history of ECT. During the 1940‟s, the public use reverted 

from induced seizures to Electroconvulsive procedures in 

the U.S. It was mostly common in large mental institutions 

for severe psychiatric disorders. During this time, it was 

improperly used therefore abused the so called „therapy‟ 

distributed ECT for long time periods at high dosages. Em-

ployees claimed it to be “temporary behavioral control.” In 

1975 the movie „One Flew over The Cuckoo‟s Nest‟ inverted 

fears regarding ECT in safety and effectiveness. For good 

cause perhaps, considering the many deaths associated 

with the therapy. However, throughout time ECT has 

changed due to technological improvement. Medications, 

muscle relaxants, and oxygen supply increases have been 

administered to develop safer methods. Most people may be 

unaware that the majority of states do not require hospitals 

to report Electroconvulsive Therapy usage by physicians. It 

is declared that it is used most commonly after alternative 

treatments have been tried and determined unsuccessful. 

On the other hand, certain states are familiar with con-

sumer rights and have requested consent for the procedure. 

Yet it is a “first-line option.” Electroconvulsive therapy is 

the use of controlled electrical currents consisting of 1-2 sec 

intervals that induce a 30-second seizure. Generally, the 

procedure involves attaching two electrodes to the cranium, 

one on each side of the head, although physicians some-

times place electrodes on only one side of the head. Often, 

two or three treatments are given weekly for several weeks. 

This is to reduce or reverse illnesses such as depression, 

suicidal thoughts, bi-polar disorder, Parkinson‟s, epilepsy, 

and schizophrenia. The benefits of ECT are that it is re-

ported from 70-90 percent likelihood of complete resolution 

of symptoms in regards to depression such as weight distur-

bance, loss of self esteem, and thoughts of suicide. Com-

pared to most medication that rate around 20-30 percent 

remission, ECT seems successful. The risks however relate 

to effects of anaesthesia and seizure such as difficulty with 

memory and muscle aching. The types of memories usually 

affected are memories of the past and the ability to obtain 

new information. The amount and type of ECT received 

also affects results. Bilateral electroconvulsive therapy is 

reported to have the most risk of memory effects. Bilateral 

ECT is when the electrodes are attached to both sides of the 

head. It is said that ECT can be used as some type of men-

tal programming by forcing clients to forget their past and 

built them a new future. 

 In conclusion ECT definitely affects the brain but if that is 

a pro or con may only be determined by the individual. May 

I ask? What is your insight on Electroconvulsive Therapy? 

Scientists predict that Doomsday will happen on December, 

21st, 2012- „‟However, there‟s no real prophecy that says this 

is going to be the end of the world,‟‟ said by Christopher 

Powell, an Archeologist who studies Mayan culture, „‟not 

from the Mayan ruins, anyway.‟‟ The predictions of the 

Doomsday event have been crucial and started a lot of con-

flict between families, loved ones, and friends. Bruce Love 

from the Archaeological Institute of America said: 

„‟Whatever the significance of the date is, it is significance 

we are putting on it; it‟s not the significance the Maya are 

putting on it. It‟s not coming from anywhere in the litera-

ture or in the Mayan hieroglyphic writing.‟‟ The Maya, who 

lived in Central America between A.D. 250 and 900, had a 

cyclical calendar that ran approximately one human life-

time, or 52 years (because life was shorter back then). To 

account for events more than 52 years away, they devised 

another calendar, one that ran 5,126 years, and apparently 

began in the year 3,114 B.C.; Do a little math: 5,126 minus 

3,114 equals 2,012. „‟I believe the Mayan calendar was 

based on some incredibly good astronomy, said Lawrence 

Joseph, author of „‟Apocalypse 2012.‟‟ „‟They were really 

good at know-

ing when. 

They weren‟t 

so good at 

saying what‟s 

going to hap-

pen then.‟‟ 

Joseph also 

said he wor-

ries about an 

outbreak of 

solar flares in 

December, enough to fry the world‟s electric grid. With all 

of this information do you think any Mayan calendar can 

really predict that anything will happen? Mexico‟s National 

Institute of Anthropology and History said, „‟Western messi-

anic thought has twisted the cosmovision of ancient civiliza-

tions like the Maya.‟‟ It said the Maya believed that time 

started and ended with regularity, with nothing apocalyptic 

occurring at the end. „‟It‟s almost like you‟re out there look-

ing for evidence of a looming apocalypse,‟‟ said anthropolo-

gist Wade Davis, an explorer-in-residence at the National 

Geographic Society, „‟and I think it also ties into a lot of un-

certainty that exists in our world today.‟‟  

JMCS/CCC  GRIT  

ECT, Pro or Con? 
 

By: Brooke Barlow 

        Doomsday 

        Predictions 
     By: James Allen 
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          Top 10 Horror Movie Villains 

Since Halloween has just passed I thought it would be 

nice to see which bad guy is the baddest.  Here is how 

they stacked up;  

 

#10 Pennywise- It 

Kills- 9 

Movies Made- 1 

Favorite Weapon- Razor Sharp Teeth 

#9 Candy Man- Candy Man 

Kills- 22 

Movies Made- 3 

Favorite Weapon- Hook Hand 

#8 Chucky- Childs Play  

Kills- 30 

Movies Made- 6 

Favorite Weapon- Kitchen Knife 

#7 Leather Face- The Texas Chainsaw Massacre 

Kills- 31 

Movies Made- 7 

Favorite Weapon- Chainsaw 

#6 Pinhead- Hellraiser 

Kills- 35 

Movies Made- 9 

Favorite Weapon- Hooked Chains 

#5 Jigsaw- Saw 

Kills- 40 

Movies Made 7 

Favorite weapon- Traps 

#4 Freddy Krueger-  A Nightmare on Elm St. 

Kills- 42 

Movies Made- 9 

Favorite Weapon- Claw Gloves 

#3 Lubin- Leprechaun 

Kills- 45 

Movies Made- 7 

Favorite Weapon- Anything 

#2 Michael Myers- Halloween 

Kills- 111 

Movies Made- 10 

Favorite Weapon- Butcher Knife 

#1 Jason Voorhees- Friday the 13th 

Kills- 300+ 

Movies Made- 13 

Favorite Weapon- Machete 

Well folks, I think we have a winner! 

 

Responses, comments, and ideas can be 

submitted to TheGrit.CCC@gmail.com 
 

 

 

                       Untitled: Poem by Anonymous 

To always wonder yet never chase 

Makes you always day dream but never face 

A beautiful image, a painted scene 

Déjà Vu, Alternate Reality. 

Could it be? 

You and me, 

My heart beats, yes 

The mind speaks differently 

Inside screams yes 

Outside stands tall 

Our love is divided, Concrete Wall 

Time stops for a second when you approach 

Heartbeat adds another note 

A higher pitch 

A deeper song 

I love you, I whisper 

Once you are gone 

                            A Poem by Jeanine Engols 

Wonderland 

So let me take you away to a magical place, 

A wonderland that doesn‟t exist in time or space. 

If you want to soar through the skies and the stars, 

I can open the doors 

 to where you can play with fireflies on Mars. 

This is a colorful world with no sin, 

Where you can hold the one you love for hours on end, 

And listen to your favorite dj with his latest spin. 

You‟ll see beautiful butterflies and cuddly teddy bears, 

Gorgeous Asian girls in rainbow flares, 

And if you‟re looking for me, 

Well that one‟s easy 

I‟m the mermaid dancing in the Techno Sea. 

 

WORD SEARCH 
S   M  G   A   E   F   O   R   P   Z   F    S   H  T   S 

Y  U   P  D   K     P   A   Z   D   Z   K    I   S    T   C 

S   S   N  X   Z     I    K    X   X   I    F   E  O   W  A 

I    R   S   S   N   G   W  N  Q   C   V  O  O   C   I 

Z   E   T   G   C   G   W  X   R   E   B   J   D   R   Y 

C   S   E   T   Q   R   Q   N   V   K   O   F   A   H V 

T   A   Y   H   K   B  E    I   T  W   A  K   M   E   L 

R   A   F   I   M   I   T   E  D  E    D   I     I    A   S 

G   K   H  A   E   C  D   U   N  B   V  D   B   R   E 

T    I   A   D   E   D  I    A   T   S   R   I      F  P   V 

J    C   V   L   R   C  H   A   P   S   E   F    V   L   O 

F   T   F    S   U  A  X    E   E   Q   A   Y   N   U   L 

S   E   R    S   M  E  H   K   L    T    J   F    Z   G   G 

R   I   M   P   E   Y   E   G   O   G  G   L   E    S   U 

I   M   T   Z   X   F   H   R   N   T   X   H   F   C    S 

 

BOOTS  - CHAPS -  EARPLUGS —EYEGOGGLES  - 

FIRSTAID   -    GLOVES  -                                              

HARDHAT   -   RAINGEAR    -    REFLECTIVEVEST- 

SUNSCREEN 
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